Two different genetic mechanisms can be proposed to explain variation in growth trajectories. The allelic sensitivity hypothesis states that growth trajectory is controlled by the time-dependent expression of alleles at the deterministic quantitative trait loci (dQTL) formed during embryogenesis. The gene regulation hypothesis states that the differentiation in growth process is due to the opportunistic quantitative trait loci (oQTL) through their mediation with new developmental signals. These two hypotheses of genetic control have been elucidated in the literature. Here, we propose a new statistical model for discerning these two mechanisms in the context of growth trajectories by integrating growth laws within a QTL-mapping framework. This model is developed within the maximum-likelihood context, implemented with a grid approach for estimating the genomic positions of the deterministic and opportunistic QTL and the simplex algorithm for estimating the growth curve parameters of the genotypes at these QTL and the parameters modeling the residual (co)variance matrix. Our model allows for extensive hypothesis tests for the genetic control of growth processes and developmental events by these two types of QTL. The application of this new model to an F 2 progeny in mice leads to the detection of deterministic and opportunistic QTL on chromosome 1 for mouse body mass growth. The estimates of QTL positions and effects from our model are broadly in agreement with those by traditional interval-mapping approaches. The implications of this model for biological and biomedical research are discussed.
G ROWTH, defined as the change of size with age, autocatalytic and continues to proceed albeit at a lower is characteristic of every living entity on this planet. rate later when growth rate becomes self-inhibiting Growth analysis by various mathematical, biophysical, (West et al. 2001) . However, there is a ubiquitous pheor physiological approaches has fascinated the students nomenon that some organisms produce distinctly differof biology for many decades (Brody 1945 ; von Bertaent growth through several phases during development, lanffy 1957; West et al. 2001) . Mechanistic modeling while others display more subtle developmental differof growth processes and patterns has been instrumental ences. These differences in growth form or trajectory in predicting meat production in agriculture (Scanes among organisms are thought to provide fuel for adapta-2003) and stimulated the integration of developmental tion and evolution through alterations of the timing events into evolutionary studies (Rice 1997) . In mediand rate of developmental events (Rice 1997) . cine, mathematical models constructed in terms of the The genetic control of growth has been studied using difference between anabolism and catabolism have various statistical models. Meyer (1998) proposed ranbeen used to predict dynamic changes of tumors over dom-regression models to understand the genetic contime (Norton 1988; Hart et al. 1998 ) and these models trol of growth trajectories for animal breeding, whereas display important clinical consequences by deciphering Kirkpatrick et al. (1990) derived a series of genetic the natural history of the disease. models for infinite-dimensional traits in the evolutionGrowth, from an evolutionary standpoint, represents ary context. These models are particularly effective to the capability of an organism to sense differences in study the genetic architecture of growth by modeling the internal or external environment, to redirect the the (co)variance matrix for growth traits measured at developmental trajectory to better suit current envidifferent time points, although none of them can unronmental conditions, and to thereby increase fitness ravel the genetic mechanisms underlying growth differ- (Vinicius and Lahr 2003) . A general view derived from entiation at the molecular level. fundamental physical and physiological principles is
The differentiation of growth trajectories can be atthat growth is more expeditious during the early expotributed to a complex interaction between deterministic nential phase since growth rate is self-accelerating or and opportunistic factors. The deterministic factors predispose an organism toward a specific growth shape (prototype), whereas the opportunistic factors modify it 1 experiences. The deterministic factors represent a suite points (Wu et al. , 2003a Ma et al. 2002) . These models have been successfully used to identify QTL of inherited loci formed during embryogenesis, but the opportunistic factors that can be genetic or environmenaffecting stem size growth in a forest tree and extended to map QTL for cancer growth, drug response, and tal occur postembryonically through continuous growth. Genetic opportunistic factors are an array of new genes human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1 dynamics. Beyond these previous models, the new model proposed that are activated by the regulatory system of the organism in response to changing environments. Environin this article can provide greater insights into the physiological control mechanisms of growth and thereby promental opportunistic factors include various predictable environmental changes and unpredictable stochastic ervide a more rapid way to alter growth patterns toward rors. a predetermined direction. We used body weight data One of the most important tasks in growth analysis in an F 2 hybrid progeny of mice (Cheverud et al. 1996) is to discern the genetic mechanisms underlying growth to investigate the usefulness and power of this new from environmental influences. The effects of determodel. ministic factors or deterministic quantitative trait loci (dQTL) on growth are triggered by allelic sensitivity, which is represented as the differential expression of A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR FUNCTIONAL MAPPING alleles at these QTL across development. As opposed to dQTL, opportunistic (or indeterministic) quantitative Mixture model: An arbitrary individual randomly chotrait loci (oQTL) regulate growth trajectories by resen from a mapping population must carry one and sponding to specific environmental cues to turn on or only one of possible QTL genotypes at putative QTL adjust the expression of structural genes that directly with a particular probability. The central theme of geinfluence the growth. Thus, deterministic effects due netic mapping of QTL using DNA-based polymorphic to dQTL occur at the level of the whole growth curve, markers, such as single-nucleotide polymorphisms basically affecting the whole growth process, while op-(SNPs) and microsatellites, is to estimate the probability portunistic effects due to oQTL cause deviations from that each individual carries a QTL genotype and, therethe growth model by adjusting growth rate and accelerafore, calculate the genetic effects of the QTL on the tion curves in response to developmental signals. Alphenotype. Statistically, this problem can be described though they are not mutually exclusive, the determinisby a mixture model, in which the likelihood of each tic and opportunistic mechanisms contribute differently individual is the sum of the density functions (f ) of to differentiation in growth trajectories. Wu (1998) , for observed phenotypes (y) for different QTL genotypes the first time, used QTL-mapping approaches to test weighted by the corresponding genotype frequencies. the relative importance of these two mechanisms in
Assuming that there are L QTL genotypes, this mixture shaping phenotypic plasticity. The "allelic sensitivity" model is expressed as hypothesis proposes that the QTL affecting the sensitivity of a trait to variation in an environment variable
, should map to the same regions as those that explain
(1) the variation in the across-environment mean trait value where ϭ ( 1 , . . . , L ) T are the mixture proportions among genotypes. The "gene regulation" hypothesis that are constrained to be nonnegative and sum to unity; predicts that the QTL regions that explain the variation φ ϭ (φ 1 , . . . , φ L ) T are the component-specific parameters, among genotypes in the sensitivity of a trait to an enviwith φ l being specific to component l; and is a parameronmental variable will be distinct from QTL that conter that is common to all components. T stands for the tribute to the variation in the trait among the genotypes vector transpose. within a given environment. Currently, QTL-mapping
The estimation of QTL genotype frequencies (speciapproaches have been used to study the phenotypic fied by ), QTL effects (specified by φ), and the residual plasticity of life span in Drosophila (Leips and tional algorithm to solve all the unknown parameters of QTL responsible for the shape of growth trajectories using the growth data measured at many discrete time in the mixture described by Equation 1.
Step 1-linkage analysis or linkage disequilibrium for a data set should be chosen on the basis of modeling tests. For instance, stationary autoregressive models may analysis: The genotype frequencies of unknown QTL genotypes given marker genotypes can be derived, debe enough for some growth data sets, but for many other data sets nonstationary antedependence (AD) models may pending on the mapping population considered. In experimental crosses, as are used in mouse, rice, and be more appropriate (Nú ñez-Antó n and Zimmerman 2000; Zimmerman and Nú ñez-Antó n 2001). forest trees, the derivation of these conditional QTL genotype frequencies is based on classic Mendelian ge-
Step 3-computational algorithms: A number of computational algorithms can be used to solve the mixture netic theories. The conditional probabilities of QTL genotypes, conditional upon marker genotypes, are exmodel of Equation 1 containing the unknown parameters ⍀ ϭ (, φ, ). These algorithms include leastpressed in terms of the recombination fractions between the markers and QTL. For random samples from a natusquares regression analysis, a maximum-likelihood method implemented with the EM algorithm, and a ral population, population genetic theory is used to postulate the association between the markers and QTL Bayesian approach implemented with a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. For our functional mapping, described by the coefficient of their linkage disequilibrium (LD). The LD-based mapping strategy is comthe simplex algorithm, widely used in operations research (Nelder and Mead 1965) , is found to provide monly used in humans or other organisms in which it is difficult or even impossible to generate inbred lines a fast and precise maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE) of the curve and matrix parameters (Zhao et al. 2004 ). or make controlled crosses.
Step 2-modeling the mean vector and covariance Additional advantages of the simplex algorithm are that it is derivative free and easy to implement. structure: Genetic effects (including the additive, dominant, and epistatic) of QTL on the phenotype are modFor linkage analysis, the genotypic frequencies of QTL genotypes are functions of the recombination fraceled on the basis of quantitative genetic theories (Mather and Jinks 1982) . But for genetic mapping tion between the QTL and markers. The estimation of these recombination fractions can be obtained using a aimed to detect QTL affecting growth trajectories, simple quantitative genetic modeling is not fully adequate grid approach by viewing the QTL position as a known parameter between two flanking markers. The profile to reveal dynamic changes of genetic control over growth. A considerable body of evidence suggests that the kinetfor the support of the likelihood for the existence of a QTL is drawn across a linkage group and the peak of ics of ontogenetic growth of biological entities obey a universal growth law that can be described by mathematthe profile corresponds to the position of the QTL over the genome. For LD analysis, the QTL-marker genotypic ical functions (Brody 1945; Niklas 1994; Guiot et al. 2003) . West et al. (2001) derived a conceptual model frequencies are determined by a group of population genetic parameters, i.e., the QTL and marker allele frefrom basic cellular mechanisms and physical principles to explain why such a growth law is followed by any quencies and QTL-marker linkage disequilibria. Recently, a closed-form solution for the EM algorithm was tissue, organ, and organism. In cancer research, universal tumor (sigmoidal) growth curves are found to result proposed to estimate these population parameters through the estimation of haplotype frequencies (Lou from chromosomal instability (CIN) in tumor initiation (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999; Fabarius et al. 2002 Fabarius et al. ). et al. 2003 . The occurrence of CIN, due to gene mutation, results in whole chromosomes or large fractions of chromosomes A MECHANISTIC MODEL FOR MAPPING GROWTH being gained or lost during cell division. This results in an imbalance in the number of chromosomes per cell Statistical models for growth, growth rate, and growth acceleration: The size of a biological entity is measured (aneuploidy) and an enhanced rate of loss of heterozygosity (Stock and Bialy 2003) .
at a finite set of time points, so we have a finite set of data on each individual, which can be considered as a Instead of estimating the genetic effects on the phenotypes measured at different time points, our functionmultivariate trait vector, y ϭ [y(1), . . . , y()]. As discussed in the Introduction, growth is controlled by two mapping model estimates the parameters that describe growth curves (called the curve parameters). Also, differtypes of genetic machineries, one being the dQTL and the other being the oQTL. Cumulative growth for indient from traditional multivariate mapping approaches that estimate an entire unstructured (co)variance mavidual i measured at time t can be partitioned into two different components in terms of the underlying dQTL trix (Jiang and Zeng 1995), functional mapping estimates only the parameters that characterize the strucand residual effects. Statistically, this can be expressed as ture of the (co)variance matrix (called the matrix
parameters). The estimation of the curve parameters depends on practical biological problems; for example, where g i (t) is the deterministic genetic component that affects growth trajectories, and e i (t) is the residual comcancer growth can be fit by a sigmoidal curve whereas HIV-1 dynamics are fit by a biexponential function. The ponent including the aggregation of other genetic components and random environmental errors. best way in which the (co)variance matrix is structured Growth rate for an individual during a time interval division of AGR by W, i.e., (1/W)(dW/dt), is known as is the difference between the growth measured at two the relative growth rate (RGR). Differentiating the RGR different time points, expressed as we obtain
Incorporating the component partitioning of growth as described by Equation 2, we have
which is the absolute growth acceleration of W. Figure 1 illustrates the shapes of growth curve, growth ϩ ⌬ε i (t, t ϩ 1).
(3) rate curve, and growth acceleration curves based on Equations 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Genetic differentiaThe first term of Equation 3 describes the allelic sensitivity of the dQTL from time t to t ϩ 1. We assume that the tion in growth curve is due to interactions between the residual increment [e i (t ϩ 1) Ϫ e i (t)] from time t to dQTL and oQTL, with the dQTL contributing to the t ϩ 1 includes the opportunistic genetic component mean growth trajectory, as specified by 7) in response to developmental sigof the oQTL that are newly activated by environmental nals. signals from time t to t ϩ 1. As compared to the growth Genetic settings: As analyzed using Equations 5, 6, model (Equation 2) that can identify only the determinand 7, growth, growth rate, and growth acceleration istic genetic control, the growth rate model (Equation provide different information about the genetic control 3) can identify both deterministic and opportunistic of ontogenetic growth. Let us consider three QTL, of genetic control. Whereas the determinate gene affects which one is the dQTL with alleles A and a and the growth through its allelic sensitivity, as indicated by other two are the oQTL that regulate growth rate and g i (t ϩ 1) Ϫ g i (t), the indeterminate gene may control acceleration, respectively. The oQTL associated with growth through regulatory interactions.
growth rate has alleles B and b, and the oQTL associated Growth acceleration [␦y i (t, t ϩ 1)] is defined as the with growth acceleration has alleles C and c. These QTL difference between growth rates at different time interare segregating in an F 2 population. Each of the three vals, i.e., QTL may be bracketed by the same pair of flanking markers, ᏹ Ϫ ᏺ, or a different pair of flanking markers, ␦y i (t, t ϩ 1) ϭ ⌬y i (t, t ϩ 1) Ϫ ⌬y i (t Ϫ 1, t).
ᏹ 1 Ϫ ᏺ 1 bracketing the dQTL, ᏹ 2 Ϫ ᏺ 2 bracketing the On the basis of Equation 3, we have rate oQTL, and ᏹ 3 Ϫ ᏺ 3 bracketing the acceleration oQTL. The QTL genotypes at a QTL are unknown, but
can be predicted from observed genotypes of flanking
markers on the basis of their linkage relationship with the QTL. The conditional probability of a QTL geno- , with k Ͼ 1, b Ͼ 1, (5) of genotype v at the rate oQTL (v ϭ 0 for bb, 1 for Bb, where W is the value of an entity's size attribute at time and 2 for BB), and ⍀ Ꮿw ϭ (a Ꮿw , b Ꮿw , c Ꮿw , k Ꮿw ) to determine t, a is the asymptotic value of size, b is a parameter to the growth acceleration curve of genotype w at the accelposition the curve on the time axis, c is the growth rate eration QTL (w ϭ 0 for cc, 1 for Cc, and 2 for CC). The constant, and k is the shape parameter of the curve.
genotypic values of the dQTL for growth at different Differentiating Equation 5, we obtain time points are fit by Equation 5, whereas the genotypic values of the rate oQTL for growth rate and of the dW dt ϭ cW
acceleration oQTL for growth acceleration at different time intervals are fit by Equations 6 and 7, respectively. As seen below, ⍀ Ꮽu and ⍀ Ꮾv are jointly estimated on defined as the absolute growth rate (AGR) of size. The , and growth acceleration curve (C). Three critical points, P 1 , P i , and P 2 , are shown on the curves. The parameters used to draw these curves result from a real example for plant growth analysis (Gregorczyk 1998 4) to growth acceleration, we propose to simultaneously esticharacterize more precise genetic control mechanisms mate the joint QTL genotypes at the dQTL and oQTL underlying growth. Such mechanisms include both on the basis of the observed joint marker genotypes at dQTL and oQTL control. Assume that the growth of two pairs of flanking markers. The conditional probabilan entity is measured at discrete time points for an F 2 ities of joint QTL genotypes given joint marker genopopulation of size n. Growth rates are calculated as the types can be derived separately for two different cases.
differences of growth between two adjacent time points. First, if the two QTL are linked with different marker For these growth rates to reflect the scale of growth of intervals, these conditional joint QTL genotype frequenan individual, we need to include the measurement at cies for individual i carrying a particular marker genoone of the two extreme points. Without loss of generaltype ( uv|i or uw|i ) are calculated as the product of the ity, the growth measured at the first time point is inconditional QTL genotype frequencies ( u|i , v|i , w|i ) cluded in growth rate data for individual i, arrayed by as predicted by respective marker genotypes, i.e.,
The likelihood function of all the growth rate data (⌬y) can be formuuv|i ϭ u|i v|i lated by a mixture model, or
Note that the conditional probability given a marker where the unknown vector ⍀ includes the QTL position genotype is equivalent to the conditional probability in terms of the conditional QTL genotype probabilities given a particular individual i because we know the given marker genotypes, i.e., mixture proportions ϭ marker genotype of each individual. Second, if two QTL ( 1 , . . . , L ) T , the QTL genotypic means and residual are linked with the same marker interval, the condi-(co)variances contained in the multivariate normal distional joint QTL genotype frequencies at these two QTL tribution for QTL genotype l, f l (⌬y), with the -dimengiven the corresponding marker pairs should be derived sional mean vector m and the ϫ (co)variance matrix on the basis of classic Mendelian genetic principles (Wu ͚. We have and Casella 2005). , 2) , . . . , g() A mechanism-based mixture model: The traditional genetic mapping model of a longitudinal trait assumes
a simple genetic control mode over growth. For example, the growth model based on Equation 2 can detect which contains the allelic sensitivity, g i (t ϩ 1) Ϫ g i (t), due to the deterministic QTL Ꮽ (fit by Equation 5) and and Mead 1965) to solve the likelihood equations (Zhao et al. 2004) . the regulatory interaction, ⌬Ᏻ(t, t ϩ 1), due to the oQTL (fit by Equation 6). Thus, to model the mean vector in Equation 9, we need to estimate only the curve parame-HYPOTHESIS TESTS ters for the growth (⍀ Ꮽu ) and growth rate curves (⍀ Ꮾv ).
The estimation of all elements in ͚ is not efficient. Our model allows for a number of hypothesis tests to An approach for structuring the matrix for repeated examine the genetic control of growth processes. These measurements should be used. One of the simplest aphypothesis tests can be about the control of a QTL over proaches is the first-order autoregressive [AR(1)] model entire growth trajectories, growth at specific time points in which we need to estimate only two parameters, residor time intervals, the timing at which growth proceeds ual variance ( 2 ) and residual correlation per unit time to reach a critical size, or the timing of developmental interval (). The main advantages of the AR(1) model features of interest (see Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2003a , include easy mathematical manipulation and increased 2004a). Also, whether the deterministic and opportunispower. However, this structuring approach needs two tic QTL affect growth performances independently or strong assumptions, i.e., constant residual variance over in an integrative way can be tested. All these tests are time and residual correlation decaying in a proportion helpful to address biological questions related to the () with time interval. Wu et al. (2004b) implemented control mechanisms of ontogenetic growth. a transform-both-sides (TBS) model to make the first The existence of the growth QTL: Testing whether assumption more realistic. Many other parametric apspecific QTL exist to affect the presence of QTL for proaches have been proposed to structure the matrix growth is a first step toward the understanding of the and some of them may need the estimation of more detailed genetic architecture of complex phenotypes. parameters. The choice of the most parsimonious ap-
The genetic control over entire growth trajectories can proach is discussed in Nú ñez-Antó n and Zimmerman be tested by formulating the following hypotheses, (2000) .
Similarly, the opportunistic QTL for growth acceleration (␦y) can be mapped by formulating a likelihood H 1 : at least one of the equalities above does not hold, function expressed as (12) when growth rate data are analyzed, or
The mean vector in this case is given by H 1 : at least one of the equalities above does not hold,
when growth acceleration data are analyzed. The H 0
states that there are no QTL affecting growth trajector- (11) ies (the reduced model), whereas the H 1 proposes that and the (co)variance matrix, ͚, can be structured using such QTL do exist (the full model). The test statistic for an appropriate approach.
testing the hypotheses is calculated as the log-likelihood Computational algorithms: The likelihood functions ratio of the reduced to the full model, described by Equations 8 and 10 contain the unknown The LR is asymptotically chi-square distributed with 16 frequencies () given marker genotypes are known.
d.f. when large samples of individuals and a large numWith known QTL positions, we need to estimate only ber of time points within each individual are used. An curve and matrix parameters. By moving QTL positions empirical approach for determining the critical threshevery 4 cM along a genome, a landscape for the likeliold is based on permutation tests, as advocated by hood-ratio test statistics determined by two genomic
Churchill and Doerge (1994). By repeatedly shuffling positions each for a different QTL can be drawn.
the relationships between marker genotypes and phenoThe estimation of the curve and matrix parameters types, a series of the maximum log-likelihood ratios are can be based on the EM algorithm. But this may be calculated, from the distribution of which the critical extremely difficult because the nonlinear equations conthreshold is determined. tained in our model are very complicated to differentiate.
The existence of dQTL: Our model can test the existence of dQTL for growth. This test relies on linkage We have implemented the simplex algorithm (Nelder Figure 2. -Plots of body weight growth vs. ages for each of the 534 mice used to construct linkage maps in an F 2 progeny population. The growth of these genotypes can be well fitted by a particular logistic curve.
mapping in which particular QTL can map to testable curves, growth rate curves, or growth acceleration curves. genomic positions.
The null hypothesis for this test is given by
RESULTS
The H 1 is the same as Equation 12 for the growth rate Our newly developed model was used to map agemodel and Equation 13 for the growth acceleration dependent QTL for body growth in a model animal model. system-mouse. Cheverud et al. (1996) constructed a The existence of oQTL: The null hypothesis for testlinkage map based on 75 microsatellite markers in 535 ing the existence of oQTL can be formulated by F 2 progeny derived from two strains, Large (LG/J) and Small (SM/J). The F 2 hybrids were weighed at 10 weekly ⍀ Ꮾ0 ϭ ⍀ Ꮾ1 ϭ ⍀ Ꮾ2 intervals starting at age 7 days. The raw weights were corrected for the effects of each covariate due to dam, for the growth rate model and litter size at birth, parity, and sex. Figure 2 describes
growth curves, growth rate curves, and growth acceleration curves for body weights of the F 2 mice. Growth, for the growth acceleration model. growth rate, and growth acceleration data of all mice, In practice, it is interesting to test whether the dQTL except for one outlier, were well fit by Equations 5-7, and oQTL are identical. This test can be formulated by respectively (data not shown). This outlier was excluded assuming that there is the same genomic position for from any further analysis. the two QTL and that the curve parameters affected by
In this example, we employed the AR(1) model to dQTL and oQTL are identical among the correspondmodel the (co)variance matrix for mouse body mass ing QTL genotypes. Under the growth rate and accelerameasured at 11 different time points. The residual (co)-tion model, these two assumptions are expressed, revariance matrix (͚) for the growth rate data is derived spectively, as on the basis of the AR(1) model for the growth data.
The covariance between the growth at time point 1 and the growth rate between two adjacent time points (t, and t ϩ 1) is derived as
(14) model for testing epistatic interaction effects on growth trajectories. This model can be extended in this study Assuming two different time points t 2 Ն t 1 , the covariance between these two growth rates is derived as to test if the dQTL and oQTL interact to affect growth Figure 3. -The landscape of the log-likelihood ratios (LR) between the full and reduced (no QTL) models for body weight growth trajectories across chromosome 1 in Cheverud et al. (1996) . The axes X and Y represent the chromosome and the numbers beneath the axes are the positions of the detected QTL (indicated by arrows) and microsatellite markers, measured in genetic distance (centimorgans) from one end of the chromosome. The MLEs of the QTL positions correspond to the peak of the LR landscape, with the dQTL detected at 30.3 cM and the oQTL at 93.6 cM from one end of the chromosome. The critical threshold value (202) for proclaiming the existence of QTL was obtained by permutation tests.
the existence of a dQTL (Ꮽ) and an oQTL (Ꮾ) on chromosome 1. The peak of the landscape that corre-
sponds to the MLEs of the locations of these two QTL
has the LR value of 391, well beyond the critical threshold (202) obtained from 100 permutation tests. As indi- Figure 3 , dQTL and oQTL are located at 30.3
and 93.6 cM, respectively, from one end of the chromosome. The hypothesis test about whether the dQTL and
(15) oQTL are the same QTL is rejected, suggesting that mass growth in mice is genetically controlled with two The covariances in Equations 14 and 15 compose the different mechanisms, such as allelic sensitivity and gene matrix ͚ that has the closed forms for its determinant, regulation.
The three growth curves for the dQTL, each corresponding to a QTL genotype, AA, Aa, or aa, in the F 2 and the inverse, population, are drawn in Figure 4A using the MLEs of the curve parameters (Table 1) . As expected, the LG/J
, and SM/J strains contribute the positive allele A or the negative allele a to increased body mass growth, respec-
tively. Statistical tests suggest that the three curves are significantly different and therefore the QTL detected triggers a significant impact on entire growth trajector-
, t 2 Ͼ t 1 , ies in mouse body mass. It is found that this QTL starts to display increased effects after age 4-6 weeks. This
) t 1 ,t 2 , period seems to be a transition phase for gene action, before which the QTL exerts a small effect on body where and denote the elements of the inverse. The growth in an additive fashion (the heterozygote Aa and existence of the closed forms of the determinant and homozygote AA overlap), but after which the overdomiinverse largely facilitates the extension of our model nant effect becomes important (the heterozygote Aa is to any number of time points measured and can also higher than the homozygote AA; Figure 4A ). This dQTL significantly increase the computational efficiency.
was also detected by separate analyses of the growth Our model identified two significant QTL located measured at individual time points (Cheverud et al. on mouse chromosome 1 responsible for the growth 1996). The QTL location estimated by separate analyses process of body weight. Figure 3 gives the landscape of the log-likelihood ratio (LR) test statistics for claiming is at 20-22 cM from D1Mit20. Separate analyses sug- gested that this QTL triggers an increased effect on
The detected oQTL modifies body growth in response to the developmental change of mice. As compared to body growth after age 6 weeks, exhibits an overdominant effect, and has the positive allele contributed by the the dQTL, this QTL displays smaller effects on growth trajectories (Table 1) . Like the dQTL, the positive allele LG/J strain. All these findings are broadly in agreement with those in our model. But our model derived from B for increased body size growth is contributed by the LG/J strain. Because of small estimates of parameter b physiological and genetic mechanisms is biologically more relevant and statistically more precise and power-(related to the initial value of growth), the three curves of the QTL genotypes (BB, Bb, and bb) at the oQTL ful than simple separate analyses. We further analyzed the difference in growth rate among the three genotypes tend to be straight lines ( Figure 5 ). Like dQTL, the oQTL affects mouse body mass growth in an overdomiat the dQTL detected on mouse chromosome 1 ( Figure  4B ). It appears that this QTL affects growth rate after nant fashion. It seems that our detected oQTL has also been detected by separate analyses of growth by Chevage 4 weeks. The positions of the QTL are indicated by the distances from the first marker on chromosome 1.
erud et al. (1996) . These authors identified a QTL at mathematical functions (West et al. 2001) , within a QTL-mapping framework (Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002 , the last marker interval D1Mit14 and D1Mit17, but it triggered smaller effects on growth than the QTL de2003a,b, 2004a,b) . In this article, we present a comprehensive model for mapping QTL affecting ontogenetic tected between markers D1Mit20 and D1Mit7.
growth by considering different genetic control mechanisms for growth curve, growth rate curve, and growth DISCUSSION acceleration curve. Two distinct mechanisms underlie ontogenetic growth: Growth is a complex trait that is controlled by actions and interactions of polygenes and sensitive to environallelic sensitivity, that is, the differential allelic expression of the same dQTL across ages, and regulatory gene control, mental changes. The genetic mapping of growth provides a powerful tool for the identification of genes in which new oQTL are activated as the organism grows. Our model proposed in this article can identify these affecting complex traits. To increase mapping power and precision of parameter estimation, we need to base two mechanisms underlying ontogenetic growth and development. It allows for the test of a number of biologour mapping approach on the physiological mechanisms for growth and the genetic mechanisms causing ically important variables in organismic development, for example, the timing of maximal growth rate and growth differentiation. In our earlier publications, a number of statistical models were proposed to integrate the duration of linear growth phase (Ma et al. 2002) . The knowledge about the genetic control of the timing the physiological mechanisms of growth, described by of developmental features can enhance our understandtions that underlie variation in growth characteristics is ing of the genetic mechanisms underlying growth trajecgoing to be an exciting challenge for future research. tories.
Such tions in growth parameters. Finding the genes and func-
